
Our company is looking to fill the role of equities product controller. Thank you in
advance for taking a look at the list of responsibilities and qualifications. We look
forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for equities product controller

Supervisory review of daily PL, risk and balance sheet
Complex & Significant deal review – In-depth analysis of the structured
financing transactions such as margin loans, pre-paid forwards, guarantees
This includes the Day1 PL substantiation, Treasury funding, Risk and Balance
Sheet analysis
Preparation and review of month end and quarter end regulatory
submissions, primarily supporting SEC and US Regulatory Reporting
Ensure the accuracy of external reporting and internal MIS that drives internal
charges
Investigation and explain of business drivers underpinning significant financial
movements, for balance sheet, Risk Weighted Assets and Liquidity
Maintaining a reporting framework that will support the business view
meeting individual sub-LOBs business needs, delivering Daily, Weekly,
Monthly Quarterly reports as required
Understand how the products are recognized and represented on the balance
sheet and be able to investigate and ensure it is in adherence to regulatory,
GAAP, and financial disclosure requirements
Identify best practices and suggest and implement controls and processes to
improve accuracy and efficiency of reporting
Ensure compliance with all CIB and Corporate Policies such as Balance Sheet
and Product Control Standards, ensuring controls are documented and
transparent
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Qualifications for equities product controller

You will engage & analyze alongside trading desk, trade support, technology,
financial control and other infrastructure areas to ensure timely and accurate
reporting of the trading desks’ results including daily Profit & Loss reporting,
management commentaries, and exception processing
Proficient with various PC skills including Excel (essential), Peoplesoft
Financials, and Essbase comfort with manipulation and presentation of
financial data
Excel at communicating, and are able to articulate issues clearly and
succinctly to senior management
Control background is advantageous
Flexible, diligent, organized and a great teammate
You should be proficient with various PC skills including Excel (essential),
Peoplesoft Financials, and Essbase comfort with manipulation and
presentation of financial data


